The massive growth of single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNAseq) and methods for its analysis still 1 lacks sufficient and up-to-date benchmarks that would guide analytical choices. Moreover, current 2 studies are often focused on isolated steps of the process. Here, we present a flexible R framework 3 for pipeline comparison with multi-level evaluation metrics and apply it to the benchmark of 4 scRNAseq analysis pipelines using datasets with known cell identities. We evaluate common steps 5 of such analyses, including filtering, doublet detection, normalization, feature selection, denoising, 6 dimensionality reduction and clustering. On the basis of these analyses, we make a number of 7 concrete recommendations about analysis choices. The evaluation framework, pipeComp, has 8 been implemented so as to easily integrate any other step or tool, allowing extensible benchmarks 9 and easy application to other fields (https://github.com/plger/pipeComp). 10 Background 11 Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNAseq) and the set of attached analysis methods are evolving 12 fast, with more than 560 software tools available to the community [1] , roughly half of which are 13 dedicated to tasks related to data processing such as clustering, ordering, dimension reduction 14 or normalization. This increase in the number of available tools follows the development of new 15 sequencing technologies and the growing number of reported cells, genes and cell populations [2] . 16 As data processing is a critical step in any scRNAseq analysis, affecting downstream analysis and 17 interpretation, it is critical to evaluate the available tools.
compared to sctransform (more details in the Methods section). Scaling tended to reduce the 196 average silhouette width of some subpopulations and to increase that of some less distinguishable 197 ones and was generally, but not always, beneficial on the accuracy of the final clustering. Regressing 198 out covariates systematically gave poorer performance on all metrics. sctransform systematically 199 outperformed other methods and, even though it was developed to be applied to data with unique 200 molecular identifiers (UMI), it also performed fairly well with the Smart-seq protocol (Koh and 201 Kumar datasets). 202 Finally, we monitored whether, under the same downstream clustering analysis, different 203 normalization methods tended to lead to an over-or under-estimation of the number of clusters. 204 Although some methods had a tendency to lead to a higher (e.g., sctransform) or lower (e.g., stable 205 genes) number of clusters, the effect was very mild and not entirely systematic (Supplementary 206 Figure 14 ). We also confirmed that, especially in the UMI-based datasets, sctransform did in fact 207 successfully stabilize variance across mean counts ( Supplementary Figure 15 ), at little apparent 208 cost on computation time (Supplementary Figure 16 ). 209 Feature selection 210 A standard clustering pipeline typically involves a step of highly-variable genes selection, which 211 is complicated by the digital nature and the mean-variance relationship of (sc)RNAseq. Seurat's 212 earlier approaches involved the use of dispersion estimates standardized for the mean expression 213 levels, while more recent versions (≥3.0) rely on a different measure of variance, again standardized. 214 While adjusting for the mean-variance relationship removes much of the bias towards highly-215 expressed genes, it is plausible that this relationship may in fact sometimes reflects biological 216 relevance and would be helpful in classifying cell types. Another common practice in feature 217 selection is to use those with the highest mean expression. Recently, it was instead suggested 218 to use deviance [40] , while sctransform provides its own ordering of genes based on transformed 219 variance. 220 Reasoning that a selection method should ideally select genes whose variability is higher be-221 tween subpopulations than within, we first assessed to what extent each method selected genes 222 with a high proportion of variance or deviance explained by the (real) subpopulations. As the 223 proportion of variability in a gene attributable to subpopulations can be measured in various ways, 224 we first compared three approaches: ANOVA on log-normalized count, ANOVA on sctransform 225 normalization, and deviance explained. The ANOVAs performed on a standard Seurat normaliza-226 tion and on sctransform data were highly correlated (Supplementary Figure 17A) . These estimates were also in good agreement with the deviance explained, although lowly-expressed genes could 228 have a high deviance explained without having much of their variance explained by subpopulation 229 (Supplementary Figure 17B -D). We therefore compared the proportion of the cumulative vari-230 ance/deviance explained by the top X genes that could be retrieved by each gene ranking method 231 ( Supplementary Figures 18-19 ). We first focused on the first 1000 genes to highlight the differ-232 ences between methods, although a higher number of selected genes decreased the differences 233 between methods ( Supplementary Figures 18-20) . The standardized measures of variability were 234 systematically worse than their non-standardized counterparts in selecting genes with a high pro- [18] [19] . Deviance proved the method of choice to prioritize genes with a high variance explained by 238 subpopulations (with mere expression level proving surprisingly performant) but did not perform 239 so well to select genes with a high deviance explained. 240 We next evaluated how the use of different feature selection methods affected the clustering 241 accuracy ( Figure 6B ). To validate the previous assay on the proportion of variance/deviance ex-242 plained by real populations, we included genes that maximized these two latter measures. Interest-243 ingly, while these selections were on average the top-ranking methods, they were not systematically 244 best for all datasets. The previous observations were reflected in the ARI of the resulting clustering 245 ( Figure 6B ): non-standardized measures of variability, including mere expression level, tended to 246 outperform more complex metrics. In general, we found deviance and unstandardized estimates 247 of variance to provide the best results across datasets and normalization methods. Increasing the 248 number of features selected also systematically led to an increase in the accuracy of the clustering, 249 typically plateauing after 4000 features (Supplementary Figure 20) .
250

Dimensionality reduction 251
Since the various PCA approaches and implementations were recently benchmarked in a similar 252 context [17] , we focused on widely used approaches that had not yet been compared: Seurat's PCA, 253 scran's denoisePCA, and GLM-PCA [40] . When relevant, we combined them with sctransform 254 normalization. Given that Seurat's default PCA weights the cell embeddings by the variance of 255 each component, we also evaluated the impact of this weighting with each method.
256
The impact of the choice of dimensionality reduction method was far greater than that of 257 normalization or feature selection ( Figure 7 ). GLM-PCA tended to increase the average silhouette width of already well-defined subpopulations, but Seurat's PCA procedure however proved superior 259 on all metrics. Like GLM-PCA, scVI 's Linear Decoder (LD) does not explicitly rely on normalized 260 counts. Its performance was lower than a pipeline with non-weighted Seurat PCA on all measures 261 for datasets with more subpopulations (Supplementary Figure 13 ). Overall, weighting the principal 262 components by their variance (as Seurat does) had a positive impact on silhouette widths and 263 ARI scores.
264
Estimating the number of dimensions 265 A common step following dimension reduction is the selection of an appropriate number of di-266 mensions to use for downstream analysis. Since Euclidean distance decreases as the number of 267 non-discriminating dimensions increases, there is usually a trade-off between selecting enough 268 dimensions to keep most information and excluding smaller dimensions that may represent tech-269 nical noise or other unwanted sources of variation. Overall, increasing the number of dimensions 270 robustly led to a decrease in the number of clusters ( Supplementary Figures 14 and 21 ). This 271 tended to affect the accuracy of the clustering (Supplementary Figure 22 ), although in both cases 272 (number of clusters and ARI), Seurat's resolution parameter had a much stronger impact. 273 Different approaches have been proposed to select the appropriate number of dimensions, 274 from the visual identification of an 'Elbow' (inflexion point) of the variance explained, to more 275 complex algorithms. We evaluated the performance of dimensionality estimators implemented in 276 the intrinsicDimension package [41] , as well as common procedures such as the 'elbow' method 277 (inflexion point in the variance explained by each component), some scRNAseq-specific methods 278 such as the JackStraw procedure [42] or scran's denoisePCA [29] , and the recent application of 279 Fisher Separability analysis [43] . 280 We compared the various estimates of dimensionality in their ability to retrieve the intrinsic 281 number of dimensions in a dataset, based on Seurat's weighted PCA space. As a first approx-282 imation of the true dimensionality, we computed the variance in each principal component that 283 was explained by the subpopulations, which sharply decreased after the first few components in 284 most datasets ( Figure 8A ). Figure 8B shows the difference between the dimension estimates of the 285 above methods and that based on the subpopulations (i.e. from Figure 8A ). Of note, the methods ). This method systematically selected many more components than were associated with the 296 subpopulations, suggesting that although these additional components appear individually unin-297 formative, in combination they nevertheless contribute to classification. An implication is that the 298 commonly-used elbow method most likely underestimates dimensionality.
299
Clustering 300
The last step evaluated in our pipeline was clustering. Given previous work on the topic [6, 7] 301 and the success of graph-based clustering methods for scRNAseq, we restricted our evaluation to 302 Seurat's method and variations of scran's graph-based clustering using random walks (walktrap 303 method) or the optimization of the modularity score (fast greedy ) on various underlying graphs. 304 Specifically, we compared rank-based graphs (scran's default) with graphs using the components' 305 values directly, SNN vs KNN graphs, and the exact nearest neighbors to the Annoy approximation. 306 Again, the tested methods were combined with Seurat's standard normalization and sctransform, 307 otherwise using the parameters found optimal in the previous steps.
308
Since ARI is dominated by differences in the number of clusters ( Supplementary Figures 1-2 ) 309 and no single metric is perfect, we diversified them ( Figure 9 ). MI has the virtue of not decreasing 310 when a true subpopulation is split into two clusters, which is arguably less problematic (and 311 might well reflect unknown biological subgroups), but as a consequence it can be biased towards 312 methods producing higher resolution clustering ( Supplementary Figure 2) . Similarly, precision per 313 true subpopulation is considerably more robust to differences in the number of clusters. We also 314 tracked the mean F1 score and the ARI at the true number of clusters.
315
The MI score and minimum precision, which are largely independent of the estimated number 316 of clusters, were overall higher for the walktrap method ( Figure 9 ), while the mean F1 score favored 317 both scran methods (walktrap and fast greedy ) over Seurat. Finally, the ARI score at the true 318 number of clusters, when available, showed similar performances. However, because Seurat's res-319 olution parameter had a large impact on the number of clusters identified ( Supplementary Figures  1 and 23 ), Seurat could always be coerced into producing the right number of clusters. Instead, 321 the number of clusters found by scran was considerably less influenced by the available parameters 322 (number of nearest neighbors or steps in the random walk -see Supplementary Figure 24 ), and 323 as a result scran-based clustering sometimes never produced a partitioning with the right number 324 of clusters. This observation, along with scran's higher MI score, suggest that scran sometimes 325 simply divides a real subpopulation into two clusters (possibly tracking some unknown biological 326 differences) rather than committing misclassification errors. Overall, the walktrap method ap-327 peared superior to the fast greedy algorithm and was generally less prone to misclassification than 328 Seurat clustering, although the latter offered more control over the resolution. A major difference 329 between walktrap-based clustering and Seurat is the computing time ( Figure 9B ). We found that 330 using the Annoy approximation to the nearest neighbors somewhat reduced computing time at 331 no apparent cost to accuracy. It nevertheless remained considerably slower than Seurat. For all 332 methods, some poorly distinguishable subpopulations from both the Zhengmix8eq and simMix1 333 datasets remained very inaccurately classified in regard to all metrics.
334
Further extensions to the pipeline: imputation/denoising 335 The basic pipeline presented here can be extended with additional analysis steps while keeping the 336 same evaluation metrics. To demonstrate this, we evaluated various imputation or denoising tech-337 niques based on their impact on classification. Since preliminary analysis showed that all methods 338 performed equally well or better on normalized data, we applied them after filtering and normal-339 ization, but before scaling and reduction. Although some of the methods (e.g., DRImpute process 340 and alra norm) did improve the separability of some more elusive subpopulations, no method had Figure 10B ). However, the situation was not so straightforward with alternative metrics, 345 where some methods (e.g., ENHANCE ) consistently underperformed. 10X datasets, which are Denoising/imputation 511 Most imputation/denoising methods were run with the default parameters with the following 512 exceptions; DrImpute documentation advises to process the data prior to imputation by removing 513 lowly expressed genes and cells expressing less than 2 genes. As it is not clear if this step is a hard 514 requirement for the method to perform well, DrImpute was run with and without prior processing 515 (DrImpute process and DrImpute noprocess labels, respectively). The DCA method only accepts 516 integers counts, while two of the datasets had non-integer quantification of expected counts. For 517 these datasets, we rounded up the counts prior to imputation. ALRA is designed for normalized 518 data but as we are evaluating normalization downstream to imputation, we used the method on 519 both non-normalized (alra label) and normalized counts (alra norm label). scImpute requires an 520 estimation of the expected number of clusters with the input data. As the estimation of the true 521 number of cluster may not be known by the user, we evaluated the tool using the true number of 522 clusters (scImpute label) and using an over/under-estimation of this number (scImpute plus5 and and automatically estimates the number of neighbors to merge prior to the imputation. With 525 the smallest datasets, this parameters was estimated to be 1, which lead to an early stop of the 526 function. In such cases, we manually set this parameter to 2 for the method to work.
527
Dimensionality estimates 528 For the methods that produce local dimensionality estimates, we used the maximum. For the 529 elbow method, we implemented an automatic procedure by taking the farthest point from a line 530 drawn between the variance explained by the first and last (i.e. 50th) components calculated. For 531 the JackStraw method, since the Seurat documentation advises not to use a p-value threshold 532 (which would typically yield a very large number of dimensions) but rather look for a drop in 533 significance, we applied the same farthest point algorithm on the log10(p-values), which in our 534 hands reproduced manual threshold selection.
535
Filter sets 536 The default set of filters excludes cells that are outliers according to at least two of the following Table 1 : Overview of the benchmark datasets. dataset source protocol description Koh GSE85066 SMARTer FACS purified H7 hESC in different differention stages Kumar GSE60749 SMARTer Mouse ESC cultured in different conditions Zhengmix4eq [6] 10x
Mixtures of FACS purified PBMCs Zhengmix4uneq [6] 10x
Mixtures of FACS purified PBMCs Zhengmix8eq [6] 10x
Mixtures of FACS purified PBMCs mixology10x3cl [15] 10x Mixture of 3 cancer cell lines from CellBench mixology10x5cl [15] 10x Mixture of 5 cancer cell lines from CellBench simMix1 -10x-based Simulation of 10 human cell subpopulations simMix2 -10x-based Simulation of 9 mouse cell subpopulations Figure 6 : Evaluation of feature selection methods. A: Ability of different feature ranking methods to capture genes with a high proportion of variance (left) or deviance (right) explained by real subpopulations. The asterisk denotes the default Seurat method. B: Accuracy of clusterings (at the true number of clusters) when selecting 1000 genes using the given methods. Based on standard Seurat normalization (left) or sctransform (right). The vst.varExp and devianceExplained methods correspond to the estimates used in A to evaluate the selection methods and were included here only for validation purpose. Figure 10 : Evaluation of imputation/denoising methods Average silhouette width per subpopulation (A) and clustering accuracy (B) with or without (indicated as none) application of a denoising/imputation method. Figure 11 : Recommendations of tools from filtering to clustering.
